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What is BoundaryCare? 

BoundaryCare™ 
Keeping Care Close 

Working with 

boundless~" 
inspiring the potential of people 

Information for 
clients & guardians 

BoundaryCare is a remote monitoring technology designed to 
enhance independence, safety, and well- being. We use a 
specially configured Apple Watch to send reminders, gather 
wellness information, and collect responses to questions. 

BoundaryCare even includes 60 minutes of phone calling 
per month, so guardians and DSPs are just a call away. 

What does the person with the watch need to do? Not much! 
just put it on your wrist in the morning and back on the charger 
at night. Wellness data (agreed to by you and Boundless) will 
be collected silently in the background. 

Why It's Helpful 
Everyone is different, so BoundaryCare will be 
customized to your needs. Depending on your treatment 
plan, features like these may be enabled: 

Fall alerts (letting caregivers or DSPs know 
about falls) 

Exercise and diet data collection 
Wellness data (heart rate & rhythm, oxygen 

saturation) 
Medication (or other personalized) reminders 
Location information (if approved by you) 

BoundaryCare uses a specially locked-down version 
of the Apple Watch. Only approved apps are avail-
able on the watch, and it is simple to use. 

Learn More or Get Started: 
AssistiveTechnology@iamboundless.org 
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Just because it's good for you doesn't mean it can't also be fun! BoundaryCare watches 
are available in five different colors - black, yellow, red, pink, and purple. Choose the 

color that feels like you! 

Join the Program 
A Boundless representative will discuss the Boundary-
Care program with you, and if you agree that it will 
help you to achieve your goals, Boundless will work 
with your SSA to have it added to your treatment plan. 

You, Boundless, and the SSA will determine what 
features should be activated for your particular needs. 
No information is collected without your knowledge 
and consent. 

The BoundaryCare kit can be shipped directly to you 
{or to Boundless), and your DSP will help you with 
setup. BoundaryCare works right out of the box! 

How Much it Costs 
Costs are typically covered by the Medicaid I/DD waivers {assistive technology). This means there 
should be no out-of-pocket expenses for Boundless clients or their guardians. If you're not sure you 
are covered by the assistive technology waiver, check with Boundless. 

Be Independent • Achieve your Goals 
Stay Connected • Be Safe and Well• Choose Your Style 

Learn More or Get Started: 
AssistiveTechnology@iamboundless.org 


